Working time and hours monitoring: Background and key points for junior doctors
During your contract, you will be required to monitor your working hours. This document was originally prepared for
medical PRHOs, SHOs, and CFs on full-shift rotas in May 2006, after we discovered we had been under-reporting our
hours through ignorance of the current legislation. We hope it is also useful for you.

European Working Time Directive [EWTD]
Current law and policy is set out by the Department of Health.1,2,3 Points to note include:
•

If you are in the hospital, and your bleep is on, you are working, regardless of whether you are
touching a patient or in the mess. The Department of Health themselves note “… Put another way,
doctors resident on-call but asleep will count as working.”4,5 Rest while on duty counts as work.
This supersedes previous definitions.6 Similarly, periods of formal study leave at the place of work,
or teaching, count as work.7

•

The “New Deal” (1991, updated 1999) preceded the EWTD (2004, phased implementation to 2009).
Where the New Deal and the EWTD both specify restrictions on the hours of work, the more
stringent (i.e. the more favourable to the doctor) now apply.8

•

The EWTD has applied to doctors in training from August 2004, with one specific temporary
exemption (the total number of hours worked per week). “The Working Time Regulations are UK
health and safety legislation. Contracts requiring doctors in training to work outside the regulations
will be illegal.”

•

The main features of the EWTD are: 9,10,11
• No more than 48 hours work per week (averaged over a reference period of 26 weeks) [for
doctors, this is extended temporarily: no more than 58 hours from 2004; no more than 56 hours
from 2007; full compliance from 2009). Days on which the doctor is on leave should be
excluded from the calculation.
• A maximum of 13 hours continuous duty on a full-shift rota;
• 11 hours’ continuous rest in 24 hours;
• 24 hours’ continuous rest in seven days (or 2 x 24 hour rest periods in 14 days; or 1 x 48 hour
rest period in 14 days); plus 62 hours off (= 2.58 days!?) every 28 days;
• never more than 12 consecutive days on duty (followed by a minimum of 48 hours off duty);
• minimum of 4 weeks’ paid annual leave;
• a 20 minute break in work periods of over 6 hours;
• for night workers, an average of no more than eight hours work in 24 over the reference period.

Rest and natural breaks
•

1

What are natural breaks? The combined effect of the New Deal and the EWTD12 is the following: for
a full-shift rota, natural breaks are “at least a 30 minute continuous break after approximately every 4
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hours on duty”. The “reasonable expectation of rest” is that rest targets must be met on “at least 75%
of all rostered duty periods”.
•

The New Deal Implementation Support Group agreed13 that a natural break is a minimum period of
30 minutes’ continuous rest. (A single one-hour break cannot count as two natural breaks, and two
15-minute breaks cannot count as one natural break.) Being bleeped during a natural break is
acceptable unless the doctor has to act on the call, or unless the bleeping is repeated and therefore
disruptive to the break. They also note that for the purposes of hours calculation, natural breaks
count as work, not rest.14 To explain the “approximately every 4 hours” clause, the NDISG give an
overriding principle that a doctor should not work for more than 5 hours without a break. They
also note that for a shift lasting 5 hours, zero breaks is acceptable; a shift from 5.01–9 hours must
have at least one break; a shift from 9.01–13 hours must have two breaks; a shift from 13.01–14
hours must have three breaks; a shift over 14 hours is automatically non-compliant. Both the total
number of breaks per shift and the “never more than 5 hours continuous without a break” rule must
be met. For monitoring purposes, the natural break rules must be met on 75% of duty periods
for the rota to be compliant.

•

“Rest” is different from “natural breaks”.15 We usually don’t get “rest” on full-shift patterns. This is
OK, but we should get natural breaks instead. “Rest” is a term that applies more to old-style on-call
and partial shift rotas.16

Pay banding
•

The formal definition of bands is given by the Department of Health.17,18

•

A brief summary of the bands is given by the Improving Doctors’ Working Lives group.19 Basically,
• band 3 (100% salary supplement): noncompliant with New Deal requirements (over the
weekly hours limit, or rest guidelines not met);
• band 2A (80%): >48 h/week of work but under the overall maximum, more than 1/3 of
hours unsocial [current medical SHO and PRHO banding in May 2006];
• band 2B (50%): >48 h/week but under the overall maximum, less than 1/3 of hours
unsocial [current medical clinical fellow banding in May 2006];
• 1a (50%): 40–48 h/week, more than 1/3 of hours unsocial
• 1b (40%): 40–48 h/week, less than 1/3 of hours unsocial
• 1c (20%): 40–48 h/week, low frequency non-resident on call
• Basic salary: ≤40 h/week, all between 8am and 7pm.
“Unsocial” hours mean outside 7am–7pm Mon–Fri.

•

A flowchart on how to band a post is given by the BMA.20 Rebanding is a multi-step process.21,22

•

To change a pay banding requires agreement of the majority of the post-holders, approval from an
“action team”, and educational approval. “To offer future posts at a new banding in advance of
actual monitoring should be considered exceptional and any such offer should be strictly
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provisional, requiring confirmation by monitoring.”23,24 “Such occasions will be rare. It cannot
be taken for granted, for example, that full shifts will be always be compliant as natural breaks may
not be achieved or shifts may over-run.”25,26 For example, posts banded as 1A have been rebanded as
band 3 following appeals because rest requirements were not being met.27
•

Note that if a pay band for a post changes after you’ve started it, or a pay band for a post in a rotation
changes after you’ve accepted the rotation, pay protection applies.28

Hours monitoring
•

It’s compulsory for trusts to monitor hours, and for doctors to cooperate with monitoring
arrangements. The minimum return rate is 75% of doctors participating in the monitoring
return rate, and 75% of all monitored duty periods to be documented. 29 (What happens if this
threshold is not achieved is not specified by the DoH, but anecdotally Trusts feel free to ignore
monitoring exercise results if the 75% target is not met.)

•

Falsification of hours monitoring (for the benefit of either the doctor or the trust) is fraud, and a
breach of health and safety legislation.

•

Trusts and (individual) doctors can both request re-monitoring, which must be undertaken
within a reasonable period of time.30

•

Non-typical periods should be avoided: e.g. bank holidays, examination periods.31

•

The Trust must keep original data for six years in case of dispute; the Data Protection Act governs
access to individuals’ records (i.e. individuals can request and correct information about themselves,
but not about others).32

•

The trust gets us to use the MonitorWorks33 web site for the monitoring exercise. At present, we
don’t know how MonitorWorks calculates its summaries. Other groups have published their
software’s calculation methods.34,35,36

The correct way to fill out MonitorWorks timesheets
•

Enter your actual start time and end time for the day. MonitorWorks knows what hours you are
meant to be working, based on the shift type you tell it (e.g. “normal day” = 0830–1800, “PTWR” =
0800–1300); fill in the actual start and end time (when you turned up, and when you left).

•

For any time that you were working, colour in the sheet accordingly to specify the type of work (e.g.
ward work, teaching [e.g. Grand Round], research, clinic).

•

In the unlikely event that you were not working, not in a meeting, not in teaching, not available, and
with your bleep not on, then fill in that time as “rest”.
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•

Expect to see no blocks filled in as “rest”, since it is unlikely that you would not be contactable at
any point during the working day.

•

If you got your natural breaks (at least a 30min continuous break approx. every 4h, without an
interruption requiring you to do something, and meeting the absolute requirement of no more than 5
hours’ work without a break), tick the “Natural breaks” tick-box. If you didn’t, untick it, and say
why.

•

Thus, a good day is a day completely filled in as work, with “Natural breaks” ticked, and with the
start/end times matching the contracted start/end times. A bad day is a day completely filled in as
work with “Natural breaks” unticked ± the start/end times extending beyond the contracted hours.

•

Note that comments you type into the free-text boxes won’t count towards the hours monitoring
summary that Medical Staffing use for pay calculations!

Further on MonitorWorks: practical tips and examples
•

You can access MonitorWorks even past the diary exercise in question, so you can go back to view
old monitoring exercises. When you log in, you can choose from your monitoring exercises. For a
completed monitoring exercise, you see the two-week colour-coded pattern (as below).

•

Click on the button labelled “Monitored Records” to view a summary of the monitoring exercise. On
the summary page, there’s a button labelled “Export to Word”, which allows you to save an HTML
document. In my version of Word, this doesn’t load, but if you rename the resulting file from
MonitoredRecords.DOC to MonitoredRecords.HTML, you can load it with a web browser.

•

Alternatively, click on an individual day to view the diary card in detail. To save an individual day’s
diary card, you should be able to save the web page (File → Save As in Internet Explorer) to keep a
permanent record of that day. Alternatively, you can press Alt+PrtSc (Alt+“Print Screen” together)
to take a screenshot, which you can Paste (typically Ctrl-V or Edit → Paste) into another program,
such as Word, or an image editor such as Paint (in Windows, Start → Programs → Accessories →
Paint).

•

Over the page are some examples of how to extend the start/end times, and how not to record lunch.

4

This is what a bad day looks like (rota 0830–1800; actual 0830–1910 with 7 minutes for lunch).

5

Below is what not to do. This was a good day (start 0830, finish 1800, with lunch 1230–1300 and Grand
Round 1300–1400). But lunch isn’t “rest”, it’s a natural break, and should have be filled in as work, not rest.

(end)
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